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Abstract 

The recent, results of the low RF power t,ests of the single 
cavity 11.124 GHz and 14 GHz “Open” cavity RF pulse 
compression systems arc presented. Some new methods 
for t,hc RF pulse shape correction of the mentioned above 
systems are described. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Future linear collider is supposed to operate at high acce- 
laration gradient about 100 MeI’ per met,er, this requires 
very high peak RF power about 150-200 MT/I’ at frequen- 
cies great,er than 10 GHr and pulse durat,ion about 100 
ns. Now it seems that, the rnost suitable candidate to be 
applied as a pulsed high power RF generator for powering 
of thr Ilorrll;tl-c~orldllctiIlg e+e- collider is klyst,ron Most, 
of klystron projcct,s t,hat are under R6rD now have close 
general parnmc+rs, some of them are summarized in Ta- 
ble 1. [l]. 

Table 1. A’-band hzgh-power klystron projects. 
Klystroll wave- Power Pulse- Voltage 

length out le11gt 
cm MW LlS KV 

SLAC; XC: 2.63 100 1 550 
KEK 2.63 120 1 550 

VLEPP 2.14 150 0.7 1000 

Present day experience shows that some fundamental 
limitations on achcivement, of higher RF power level in 
this device in nearest future are exist. RF pulse compres- 
sion is one of the methods to incrrase by several times 
peak power that klystron deliver. Pulse compression prin- 
ciple of operat,ion is based on st,oring the RF energy from 
klystron during the most pulse duration and then reemmit- 
ing of the energy during rather short,er period in aliance 
with klystron into accelerating section Typical efficiency 
of such a process is about 60-TO%, while power gain 4-6. 
There are some reasons, why RF pulse compression de- 
vices are quite useful1 t,o be applied in RF power supply of 
the fut#ure linear collider. Being passive devices they have 
no such problems as have devices based on bearn-RF in- 
teraction, the total uumber of klystrons that. are required 
for whole the collidrr operat,ion can bc reduced at least by 
factor of two or more, estimations for the VLEPP project, 
gives 2.4 in particular. This fact is very important as there 
is general agreement now that RF syst,cm will be the most 
exppnsive component of the future linear collider. 

There arp somp advanced scheme: realizat,ions of RF 
pulsr compression syst.em that arc’ under R,F high power 

exploitation and tests or are close to this. The SLA(’ En- 
ergy Doubler (SLED) [Z] historicaly was the first, it was 
succesfully applied in SLC operation. SLED contain pair 
of cylindrical cavities for the RF energy storing, that cause 
output pulse shape in the form of a decaying exponential 
which may limits the applicability of this scheme cbspecialy 
for the multibunch collider. In SLED II [3] cavities are 
replaced by long resonant delay lines, hence the pulse top 
is rather flat, now SLED II is planed to be used in NLC 
test facility operation at SLAC. Another scheme - Binary 
Pulse Compression (BPC) [4] where delay lines are also ap- 
plied, is currently acting as driver for testing expcrirntlntal 
accelerator sections and RF elements at high RF power 
level at SLAC. 

For the VLEPP project in Russia it was dt%signCd an- 

other scheme of RF pulse compression system VLEPP 
Power Multiplier (VPM), as an attempt to create rather 
compact, simple and rffective device. Presrrving the same 
principle of operation as SLED and SLED II, VPM dif- 
fers in its energy storage element design and RF operation 
regime, also some methods how to organize pulse flat, top 
were proposed, that will be described in this paper. 

2 “OPEN” CAVITY SHORT THEORY 

Direct application of SLED scheme in ,Y’-band and higher 
frequency ranges finds some troubles. If one try to obtain 
high Q-factor (more than 100 000) in normal conducting 
cooper cylindrical cavity, operating on H,,l,v mode at fre- 
quencies higher than 10 GHz, to provide sufficient ef% 
ciency of whole the system, it, will be necessary t,o use 
Hol~ mode with large number of longitudal field varia- 
tions N (more than 10 - 15 at, least). This means that 
cavity modes frequency spectrum will be rather dens?, con- 
sequent,ly some danger of coupling of neighbours parasit,ic 
modes with operating one through coupling slot exists. 
This can effect on pulse shape and pulse RF phase st,ruc- 
ture distortion. To obtain sufficient quality factor. preserv- 
ing reasonably rare modes frequency spect,rum in VPM 
storage cavity, it was proposed to us? PO called “Barrel 
Open Cavity” (BOC) [5,6]. 

Cavity shape of the BOC (Fig.1) is choosen by such a 
way, that only oscillations with large number of azimuthal 
variations can be excited (so called “whispering galery” 
modes), while the other modes that have weak azimuthal 
dependence can not, be formed I3ring repeatedly reflected 
from the cavity walls, electromagnet,ic field of the mode 
with large azimuthal index, is concentrated in a relatively 
small value close to the cavit,y surface, and is prot,ected 
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from radiation in outer space with so called “caustic“ sur- 
faces. 

Figure 1. View of Barrel Shape Open Cavity. 

Without considiration of the diffraction losses, modes 
frequencies of the BOC satisfy next rorrelation [7]: 

(P - ‘b 
ka = II,, + -.---L- 

sin0 

where k - wavenumber in a free space, a - cavity radius at, 
the median plane z = 0, m - azimuthal, Q - longitudinal 
indexes of the mode, v,, - n-th positive root of Bessel 
function order of m for Emnq modes and its derivative for 
N fli 11 q modes. Angle 0 definrs as: 

where B - wavebeam sliding angle at the cavity median 
plane z = 0 : 

cost? = -!E. 
~mn (3) 

where PO cavity curvature radius at plane 6 = const. 
Field structure of Emnp and Hmng modes at the median 
plane of the BOC is similar with the field structure of the 
same named oscillations of the cylindrical cavity. Inner 
caustic surface radius a,, for bot,h types of cavities de- 
fines as: 

a, = acod (4) 

In contradistinction t,o the open cylindrical cavities, 
where modes can exist only due to reflection from the 
cavity edges, in the BOC, one can obtain outer caustic 
surfaces formation, which provides protection of modes 
with largr azimuthal index from radiation into outer space. 
This formation is possible when curvature radius TO is 
smaller t.hen cavity radius a. The posik~n of outer caustics 
at the cavity wall is: z = fz,-ll where 

J asid 
zg-I = Tq-1 kcoscv 

and 

1 

r9-1=2 q-:! J-- (6) 

Quality factor of the BOC can be expected the same as 
of cylindrical one, determined only with ohmic losses and 
can be approximatly drfined as 

QE = : (7) 

for E,,q modes, and 

QH = 2(” - amI 
u (8) 

for Hmnp modes, 
where a - cavity radius, a, - inner caustic radius and u 
- penetration depth of the cavity media. It is easy to see, 
that for cooper cavity of normal conductivity for Emng 
modes, if ratio 2a/X is more than 5: then quality factor 
will be greater than 100 000. Detailed investigation of the 
BOC showed that at a fixed cavity geometry, those modes 
that have radial - n and longitudional - q indexes greater 
than 1, have heights of the outer caustics than higher, than 
greater their indexes value. This means that this modes 
have large radiation losses in comparison with modes that 
have n and q equal to 1, thus cavity spectrum practically 
becomes more rare, even if to take into account all the 
modes with sufficiently large azimuthal index. 

For the experimental investigations of the BOC proper- 
ties three types of cavities were manufactoried. First one 
for studies of the main characteristics - Q-factor, frequency 
spectrum, radiation etc., the other two as a prototypes of 
the cavities to be applied in 11.4 GHz and 14.0 GHt RF 
pulse compression systems. Special technology was devel- 
oped to provide highest quality of the cavity surface and 
maximal1 identicity of the cavity shape to theoretical one. 
During tests, radial and azimuthal field distributions were 
inspected for modes identification. Accuracy of QO mea- 
surement was less than 5%. Tests results are presented in 
Table 2. 

Table 2. Three types of barrel open cavity 

~~ 

The next picture represents experimental results of 14 
GHz BOC frequency spectrum measurements. There one 
can see that spectrum of t,he BOC shortened with conduct- 
ing plates is rather dense in comparison with open one. 
The same amplitudes of operating resonance for the both 
cases, inderectly confirm that this mode does not radiates. 
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Common view of VPM (JLC) presented at Fig. 4, and 
the same in vacuume chamber at Fig. 5. The next pic- 
ture shows the results of low RF power level testing of the 
VPM (JLC), they showed good agreement with computer 
simulation of the system. 

ECI, ,,.,.,I /,/,* ,,“‘, 

Figure 5. VPM (JLC) output pulse from low RF power 
testing. 

Present design of the VPM does not require any me- 
chanical fine tuning system. R’ater cooling syttm with 
high level of temperature stabilization is used t,here for the 
fine frequency adjusting. Frequency sensetivity of VPM to 
the temperature is measured about 3 MHz per 10 degree 
t~enlperature and the operating temperature of dGce is 
planning to be about, 30°C. 

The first high RF power tests of tht, VPM are planned 
to be done in KEK (Japan) in middle 1994 with one of 
the klystrons from XB72 series that is under installation 
in KEK now. 

4 RF PULSE SHAPE FORMATION IN 
PULSE COMPRESSION 

In some modern projects of the future liner collider - NLC 
(USA), JLC (Japan) is supposed to use multibunch regime 
of operation. This defines new requirements on RF pulse 
compresion system characteristics, as an original single 
cavity devices like SLED and VPM now can not be ap- 
plied due to the shape of their output pulse which is ex- 
ponentially decaing. SLED II which uses delay lines as a 
storage elements provides required flat top and stable RF 
phase of the output pulse, but desire to have rather corr- 
pact and simple device forces to find some other solution of 
the problem. Some methods of RF pulse shaping in pulse 
compression are examined below Scheme realizations of 
this rnct,hods can be separated into two branches pas- 
sive, which uses upgrade of RF energy storage elements, 
and act,ive one, with complex modulation of the RF input 
pulse. 

4.1 Passive methods 

Coupled rnvlticavity system [g-11]. In this method is used a 
chain of coupled cavities as an analogur of delay line. With 
optimal choice of coupling between cavities and t,heir own 
frequencies one can form a line with paramerets t,hat, can 

provide quite flat top of t,he output pulse. Application 
of the BOC, operting in T\Y regime also simplifies thca 
system. The next pictures shows two-cavity VPM output 
pulse from low RF l~ow(:r tc,st.illg. Gtirlrral parameters of 
this device are very close to the single cavity VPM [lo]. 
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Figure F.Output pulse of two-cawfy VPM. 

TN’ cavities coupled through the waveguide [12]. ‘l’his 
method allows to obtain a flat pulse with stable phase af- 
ter conventional SLED-type pulse compression syst,em bj 
adding several TW cavities with rclat,ively low Q-factor 
and small size. The main idea of the method is to use sep 
arat,ed cavity for each mode which participates in quazy- 
line spectrum forming, instead of usage modes spcct,rurn of 
the chain of coupled cavities as in a previous Illethod. This 
method has some advantages, because t,ach cavil,y can be 
tuned and loaded individually. Stable out,put RF phase of 
such a system makes it possible to realize its kascading, 
like, SLED II. 

4.2 Active methods 

ilmplitude moduialzon [IS] of the RF input pulse can be 
done in such a way that pulse waveform will compensate 
an exponential decaying of SLED-type pulse compression 
system output pulse. This method requires high RF power 
generator with special waveform of t,hr out,put pulse, hut, 
efficiency of such device will hia much lower than in con- 
ventional klystron with rrct angular pulse, that serious11 
limits applicability of the met,hod in power supply of thr 
future linear collider. 

Phase/frequency modulatzon [14] also uses cotrlplex mod- 

ulation of the input RF pulse. Serious advantage of t,hc 
me’thod is t.hat, modulat,ion is applied to the input pulses of 
klystron at low RF power level by mean of special wave- 
form RF phase modulator placed between drive generator 
and klystron. Gentzraly rnodulat,ion consists of two stages 
- fast RF phase switching by x/Z to initiate pulse forma- 
tion and continious RF phase changing under special ian 
to provide the most flat top of the output pulse (Fig. 7a,b). 
Theoretical evidence of the method requires much place, 
so here we will only demonstrate the results of computer 
simulations. Actually method have some disadvantages: 

1, Phase/frequency modulation is enable to provide full 
compensation of SLED-typr compression system energq 
exponetial decaing, that, effects in decreasing of total ef- 
ficicncy of the device by 4-5s. Nevert,hcless cfficicns> is 
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Figure 2. Measured spectra of the BOC: 1 -fully open 
cavity, 2 - cavity shortened wzth conducting plates. 

3 SINGLE CAVITY VLEPP RF 
POWER MULTIPLIER 

The principle of operation of RF pulse comprcGon is dis- 
cussed in details, t,hen here we will concentrate on the 
features that, are intrinsic in VPM. 

One of the problems to be solved with any open cavity 
operat,ion is nonresonant radiation from coupling slot, br- 
cause t,he specific feature of the open cavities is that only 
part of RF feeding energy is used for oscillat.ion exitation 
and the other one radiates through cavitSy edges in outer 
space, forming nonresonant background. The field st,ruc- 
ture of “whispl:ring galcry” modes in the BOC helps to 
overcome this problem. Larg? number of azinluthal varia- 
tions of t,his modes. makes it possible to use traweling wavp 
regime of operation. That, can bc realized with feeding of 
the cavity through large number of coupling slots in the 
common wall of the cavity and feeding waveguide, which 
laying around the pcrim&tr of the cavity. Proper choice 
of the waveguide width provides the same phase velocities 
in the cavity and waveguide, that organizes best coupling 
and matching of the cavity and guide. 

The other effect of such an exitment can be explained in 
terms of antenna technique. It is known that, long sloted 

wavegude can provides very narrow beam which radiation 
angle depends on correlation between slots displacement 
and operating wavelength. If at fixed frequency, wave 
phase velocities in the guide and outer media are the same 
and distance between slots is equal to X,/4, then radiation 
will be parallel to the guide axis. Adapt,ing this fact to 
t.he BOC feeding, one can expect a considerable reduct~ion 
of the nonresonant background, as feeding wave becomes 
squeezed to the cavity surface. Experemcntal estimations 
of radiation background were done from comparison of cal- 
culated and measured values of inserted waveguide losses. 
at frequencies close to the operat,ing resonance. The differ- 
ence was less than 0.05 db, this means that the part of RF 
energy that was radiated in outer space was less than 1%. 

Traveling wave regime of operation of the VPM has an- 
other advatages in comparison with SLED and SLED II, 
as there is no needs to use doubling of the storage cavities 
or delay lines and 3-db couplers for the system matching. 
Measured value of SWR at the operat.ing frequency was 
in range 1.1-1.2 for different samples of t,he device. Also 
large number of coupling slots solves the problem of single 
slot electrical strength at high RF power lrvel operation. 

Two types of the VPM to he applied in RF power sup- 
plies of VLEPP (Russia) and JLC (Japan) accelerator test 
fascilit.ies were designed and manufactoried [6]. Their pa- 
ramet,ers obtained at low RF powrr ltvcl tests are pre- 
sented in Table 3. 

Table 3. Pu7~nrnelws of fwo fyprs 171’hl 

I VPM I\‘I,l~PP~ I VPM iJI,c‘~ ? I ’ I / 
Frpqucric.y (G Hz) 1 lik (J](J 1 --- 11.4,&l ‘I 

0 loaded 1.1 7 /lo” 1 I 0.9 i 
Irlput pulst: 500( 700) 500 

duration inset) / I 
Compression 

SWR 
Inserted losses (db) 

Compression 
efficiency % 

Tot,al effic. % 
Power gain 

S(7) 3 
< 1.15 ; < 1.13 
<0.2 < 0.22 

74(68) 72 

70(64) 68 
3.7(4.0) 3.6 

Figure 4. \/PM (JLC) zn vacuum chamber: 1 -- feedzng 
guide, 2 - Control antenna, 3 - wafer coolzng flange. Figure 3. Common vieuj of the I/PM (JLC). 
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still higher than 65% for the present, design single cavity 
VPM. 

IQ- LO : ‘-Y\ 
0 ,.r.,-“,‘.,..,... ; J 370 3911 410 4'0 450 473 443 510 530 550 

Tinle (ns) 

Figure 7. Ouiput pulse of SLED-type pulse compressor: 
I-Input RF phase, b-output RF phase, 3-RF phase along 
de.tun.cd sruclzlr~, d-resulting RF phase along struct~w. 

2. RF Phase of the output pulse is not stable, it has a 
character close to linear growthing. As a solution of the 
problem one can use frequency det,uning of tht: accPlt%rating 
structure from drive operating frequency in a such way, 
that difference between hunch and wave pha~ velocities 
in sructure will be equal to: 

“fw 4x --=ll+- 
C 2aL 

where a’p - amplitude of RF phase deviation of the output 
pulse, A wavelength and I, sructurc length. In this case 
one can obtain RF phase distortion along the stucture (see 
Fig. 7b curve 3) which can compensate RF phase evolu- 
tion of the output pulse. Resulting RF phase distribution 
along the structure see Fig. 7b curve 4. In practice struc- 
ture detuning can be realized with slight changing of its 
operating temperature. For example VLEPP structure [5] 
has temperat,ure sensetivity about 0.8% z~,~/c per lO”C, 
thus required temperature dctuning for the case presented 
at, Fig. 7 (Au = 70’) will be about 5°C. Generaly we have 
to look at, accelerating gradient E,(t) - ~COS(+Q) For 
multibunch regime Ee(t) tnust be constant during all the 
duration of drive RF pulse. In this terms requrement on 
exact linearity of drive RF phase and voltage is not gen- 
eral , as one can imagine a lot, of different, phase - voltage 
relations which satisfy previewed condition. This point 
significantly simplifies practical realization of the method. 

CONCLUSION: Summurizing presented data, one 
can see that ohtaining parameters close t,o SLED II, VPM 
in aliance with system of active RF phase correction of 
the pulse shape is quite compact and rffectivc RF pulse 
compressor for S-banb (or higher frequensy bands) and 
output, RF pulse durations more than 100 7)s. In mass 

production the manufactoring expensies of the VP11 can 
be expected several times lower then SLED II cost. 

Table 4. SLED II and VPM components table. 
Components 1 SLED II 1 VPM 
1. Storage Delay lines 1 Open cavity 
elements (2x11 m) (0.2 m) 
2. Aditional RF -3-db coupler 
accesories -Mode convertor no 

-90” H-bend 
3. Controls and -Precised movers -Temp. fine fr. 
adjustments -Termostab. sys. tuning system 
4. Low RF pow. -Fast 180 degree -Special RF 
controls RF phase switch ph. modulator 

The author is very indebted to Prof. V.E.Balakin for his 
initiative, stimulation discussion and useful suggestions. 
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